In this paper, two moving mesh methods are introduced. One is a Trans-mesh method and the other is a Moving Computational Domain method. In the Trans-mesh method, the bodies can move freely in a main mesh that covers the entire flow field. On the other hand, in the Moving Computational Domain method, the whole of the computational domain including bodies inside moves in the physical space without the limit of region size. These methods are constructed based on the four-dimensional control volume in space-time unified domain such that the method assures to be divergence-free in the space-time unified domain and thus satisfies both the physical and geometrical conservation laws simultaneously. The methods are applied to a falling sphere by gravity in an infinite long straight pipe and an infinite long bending pipe. The results indicate that these methods are promising in simulating the interaction of incompressible fluid-rigid body with collisions.
Introduction
Today, one of the interesting problems in CFD is a moving boundary problem. Especially, in the case of fluid-bodies interaction is interesting on engineering. For this problem, the body-fitted coordinate is usually applied. When multiple bodies move a long distance in the flow field, a body-fitted coordinate system hardly adapt the mesh to the motion of the bodies. This decreases an efficiency and accuracy. To overcome this problem, we have proposed a Trans-mesh Method (1) . In the Trans-mesh method, a body moves freely in a stationary mesh while mesh planes are added, removed, and/or shifted in the main mesh satisfying both physical and geometric conservation laws. Next, we consider a flow around a sphere in the long pipe. It is necessary to make the computational mesh for whole of the pipe. Then, a huge number of computational mesh is needed. As the result, this simulation by using traditional method spends a lot of time. We have proposed the Moving Computational Domain method (2) . This method is kind of moving mesh method. The feature of this method is to move computational domain with the body. The Moving Computational Domain method can consider the region without limit. The only necessary assumption is that the conditions just in front of the computational domain should be known a priori, such as, stationary fluid state or uniform flow and so on. As these flow solvers, we modified the Moving-grid Finite-volume method (3) . The method is constructed based on the four-dimensional control volume in spacetime (x, y, z, t) unified domain such that the method satisfies the divergence-free character in
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Governing Equations
The governing equations are the continuity equation and the incompressible NavierStokes equations. These are written as follows:
Here q is the velocity vector, E a , F a , and G a are advection flux vectors in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, E v , F v , and G v are viscous flux vectors, and E p , F p , and G p are pressure flux vectors. The elements of the velocity vector and flux vectors are:
Where u, v, and w are the velocity component of the x, y, and z directions respectively, p is the pressure, and Re is the Reynolds number. The subscripts x, y, and z indicate derivatives with respect to x, y, and z, respectively. As for motion of the body, six degrees of freedom is assumed, and the combined motion of the translation and rotation of the body is considered. The rigid body equations of motion are written as follows:
Here, p B is the momentum vector of the body, f B is the external force vector, L B is the angular momentum vector, and N B is the torque vector, respectively.
Moving-grid Finite-volume method
To assure the geometric conservation laws, we adopt a control volume in the space-time unified domain (x, y, z, t), which is four-dimensional in the case of three-dimensional flows. Now, Eq. (2) can be written in divergence form as,
where
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The present method is based on a cell-centered finite-volume method and, thus, the flow variables are defined at the center of the cell in the (x, y, z) space. The control volume becomes a four-dimensional polyhedron in the (x, y, z, t)-domain, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . We apply volume integration to Eq. (2) with respect to the control volume illustrated in Fig. 1 . By using the Gauss theorem, we can write Eq. (6) in surface integral form as,
Here,k is an outward unit vector normal to the surface, ∂Ω, of the octahedron control volumẽ Ω, in the space-time unified four-dimensional domain, and,ñ l = (ñ x ,ñ y ,ñ z ,ñ t ) l , (l = 1,2,. . . 8) denotes the surface normal vector of the control volume and its length equal to the boundary surface area in four-dimensional (x, y, z, t) space. The upper and lower boundaries of the control volume (l = 7 and 8) are perpendicular to the t-axis, and, therefore, they only have anñ t component, and its length corresponds to the volume of the cell in the (x, y, z)-space at times t n and t n+1 respectively. Thus, Eq. (8) can be expressed as,
Concept of Trans-mesh method
In the Trans-mesh method, a body moves freely in a stationary mesh while mesh planes are added, removed, and/or shifted in the main mesh, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The front mesh plane of the moving body is eliminated from the main mesh in order to prevent the mesh from folding because of the reduced mesh spacing that occurs due to the movement of the body. Moreover, a new mesh plane is added between the rear plane of the moving body and the main mesh in order to maintain the maximum allowable mesh spacing. At the same time, the cells existing and connecting between the main mesh and the side of the moving body are skewed due to the movement of the body. Thus, reconnection or exchange of mesh lines between the moving body and the main mesh is necessary. Hence, the present method essentially includes three inevitable procedures: addition and elimination of mesh planes as well as changes in the connecting relationships of structured mesh lines.
Concept of Moving Computational Domain Method
In general, it is necessary for a conventional approach to prepare a huge computational domain a priori in order to simulate a flow field around a body when the body moves a long distance in an arbitrary path, as illustrated in Fig. 3 size, the Moving Computational Domain method is applied in this paper. This method is an approach where the computational domain itself moves according to the motion of the body inside the computational domain, as illustrated in Fig. 3 right. The basic coordinate system of the Moving Computational Domain method is the general, fixed, stationary (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate system. The computational domain itself, including the body inside, moves in the fixed (x, y, z)-space. The flow around the body is calculated as the moving boundary problem. Unknown flow variables, such as pressure p, x-directional velocity u and so on, are defined at each grid cell center in the computational domain. The motion of the computational domain according to the motion of the body in the physical space is arbitrary, and thus the any kind of the motion of the body can be simulated by the Moving Computational Domain method. The flow field driven by the body is calculated in the computational domain in which the body fitted mesh system is used. Since the computational domain itself moves in the physical (x, y, z) space time-dependently and thus the mesh system of the computational domain also moves in the (x, y, z) space, the flow solver has to be constructed for the moving grid system. In the present Moving Computational Domain method, the Moving-Grid Finite-Volume method (3) is adopted. Only necessary and essential assumption is that the condition in front of the moving computational domain has to be known because it is necessary as a boundary condition of the flow solver. The natural assumption may be the stationary fluid condition in front of the moving computational domain. 
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Numerical Method
To solve Eq. (9) using the Trans-mesh method and the Moving Computational Domain method, we apply the SMAC method (5) . Thus, this equation can be solved in three stages.
The equation to be solved at the first stage contains the unknown variables at (n + 1)-time step in the flux terms. Thus, the equation is iteratively solved using the LU-SGS method (6) . The equation to be solved at the second stage is the Poisson equation about the pressure correction. This equation is iteratively solved using the Bi-CGSTAB method (7) . The incompressible fluidrigid body interaction with collision is calculated in the first step of the SMAC method. Figure  4 shows the flowchart of the fluid-body interaction. First, we calculate the force applied to the body. This force includes the force of collision. The collision force is evaluated based on Glowinski's method (8) . The Trans-mesh method does not require special treatment when collisions happen. Next, the equation of motion for the body is calculated, and the mesh is moved. Then, the Navier-Stokes equations are calculated. If the physical amounts converge, we proceed to the second step of the SMAC method. 
Interactive Movement of Sphere in the Pipe
Falling one sphere by gravity in the infinite long straight pipe
As an application of the present methods, the movement of a sphere falling by gravity in the infinite long straight pipe is investigated, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The diameter of the pipe is D p = 3.0d, where d denotes the diameter of the sphere. The moving computational domain is red domain in the pipe shown as Fig. 5 . The height of the moving computational domain is L z = 6.0d. The initial position of the sphere is in the center of the moving computational domain. The ratio between body and fluid density (ρ b /ρ f ) is 1.167. The initial stationary condition of pressure, velocity components in the x, y, z directions are given by p = 1.0, u = v = w = 0.0. The Reynolds number is 300 based on the diameter of the sphere d, the terminal speed of the sphere w ∞ , and the kinematic viscosity. A mesh system of 52 × 52 × 104 is adopted. The time step size is Δt = 0.01. Table 1 shows setup of physical quantity.
As a result, Fig. 6 shows the pressure distribution of overhead and overall view at the time t = 1.84 s, 2.73 s, and 5.09 s. A blue contour and a red contour mean low pressure and high pressure, respectively. A bold black line is a section of the pipe. At first, the flow is generated by the falling sphere. At t = 1.84 s, the pressure distribution becomes asymmetric. This asymmetry property leads to a rocking motion of the sphere. At t = 2.73 s, the sphere falls approaching the wall but it does not collide with the wall. Figure 7 shows the time-history of a velocity of the sphere. When the sphere moves to
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Vol. 7, No.2, 2013 Fig . 5 The moving computational domain for a falling sphere in a long straight pipe. 0.220 300 Fig. 6 Pressure distribution of overhead and overall view.
Vol. 7, No.2, 2013 the center of the pipe, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (t = 5.09 s), the speed of sphere is large. It is confirmed that the velocity in the x and y direction vibrate and the magnitude of the velocity increases as time goes by. Fig. 7 Time-history of a velocity of the sphere.
Falling one sphere by gravity in the infinite long bending pipe
The movement of a falling sphere by gravity in the infinite long bending pipe, as illustrated in Fig. 8 is presented. Fig. 8 The moving computational domain for falling sphere in a bending pipe.
The diameter of the pipe is 3.0d, where d denotes the diameter of the sphere. The bending pipe is bent on x − z plane. The wavelength and amplitude of the pipe are 12d and 1.5d, respectively. The moving computational domain is red domain in the pipe shown as Fig.  8 . The sphere and the fluid are same as the case of the straight pipe. A mesh system of 52 × 52 × 104 is adopted. The time step size is Δt = 0.01.
As a result, Fig. 9 shows the pressure distribution and velocity vectors on central plane of y as well as the sphere position at the time t = 2.84 s and 3.04 s. A blue contour and a red contour mean low pressure and high pressure, respectively. A bold black line is a section of Vol.7, No.2, 2013 the pipe. The sphere moves along the wall of the pipe after the sphere collides against the wall. It is confirmed that the pressure in the front of the sphere is always higher than the pressure in the rear. Figure 10 shows the computational mesh near the sphere on central plane of y. A bold black line is a section of the pipe. We confirmed that the computational mesh holds its shape well even if the computational mesh and the sphere move in any direction. Fig. 10 Computational mesh near the sphere at t = 2.84 s and 3.14 s.
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Concluding Remarks
This paper introduced the Trans-mesh method and the Moving Computational Domain method and described its application to a falling sphere by gravity in an infinite long straight pipe and an infinite long bending pipe. The results indicated that physically meaningful flows were obtained and the computational mesh holds its shape well even if the computational mesh and the sphere move in any direction. Therefore, we confirmed that the Trans-mesh method and the Moving Computational Domain method are useful for simulating the interaction of incompressible fluid-rigid body with collisions.
